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Educate guide: Giving Effective 
Feedback

To give effective feedback …”feedback must answer three major questions: 

• Where am I going?  - what are the goals? 
• How am I going? - what progress is being made toward the goal?
• Where to next?  - what activities need to  be undertaken to make better progress?

Source: Review of Educational Research, Hattie and Timperley)

With these in mind, let’s look at how effective 
feedback can work for you...

At a foundational level, it provides constructive steps to 
ensure progress. It should focus on success and 
improvement needs against learning intentions and 
success criteria. This will ‘enable’ reflective learners and 
help them close the gap between current and desired 
performance.
     
Therefore, use terminology staff already know - this will 
simplify the process and therefore become more 
effective. Think for a moment about how teachers 
feedback to students. Think of your own marking, 
feedback and assessment policy. 

A ‘universal language’ in your school can make this 
process more effective and less of a “must-do” task. 
Staff will simply find it easier without having to 
transition in any way.

The practice of feeding back to students and the 
feedback to your staff share the same principles - 
something useful to bear in mind...
     
WWW – what went well; EBI – even better if; WILF – 
what I am looking for.

All are relevant to the feedback conversation with staff 
as they are for students. Everyone can work off the 
‘same page’, it doesn’t need to be different for different 
people.  The Carnegie Foundation has suggested that 
feedback discussions follow a set format to reduce the 
stress and tension that often accompanies these 
sessions on both sides.  By following a scripted 
conversation format each side knows what is expected 
in terms of input and there are no stressful surprises in 
the meeting.
    
The positives of effective feedback are numerous. It 
fosters improved performance and in turn improved 
outcomes for students and schools. It also helps build 
stronger teams and positively contributes to a school’s 
culture. 
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At the same time, it reinforces expectations and standards of 
desired performance, as well as identifying CPD needs and 
areas for development.  Setting goals without then providing 
feedback has been shown to have a dramatic negative effect on 
staff motivation to complete the goal.  If your manager doesn’t 
care enough to check in on your progress is the goal that 
important after all?
     
With the aim of developing staff to increase good practice, 
improve their practice, and/or gain new skills, effective 
feedback should closely support this.
     
Two types of feedback - Formal and Informal. Highly-
recognised formal feedback such as after lesson observations, 
learning walks, book scrutinies and objective reviews are all 
useful in providing more objective comments.

However, feedback can be informal too - a simple ‘well done’ in 
passing or a quick email can also be just as effective. Staff will 
feel valued knowing their performance is being recognised.  
However, this should then be recorded (even if it is a quick note 
on the file) so that it can be acknowledged six months later and 
seen by other people not party to that conversation.

Key Points to Look At

Set the right goals in the first place - should this be a 
performance goal or a learning goal?  This depends on the level 
of existing skill and ability to meet the goal.

Inform your colleague of what they have done well and what 
they need to do to improve.
     
Support confidence and self-esteem in gaining new skills and 
developing their practice.
     
Demonstrate your thorough assessment of their performance in 
order to plan and refine the next steps in developing better 
practice.
     
Develop consistent processes across the school to ensure staff 
are able to respond to feedback, self-assess and evaluate their 
own performance.



We have identified 9 components of effective feedback:

SPECIFIC – be constructive, provide evidence and examples. Generalisations will provide little value. Have a 
plan of what you’ll say to remain specific and equally as important, to the point.

TIMELY – avoid waiting to provide feedback won’t prove to be effective. So whether it’s positive or negative, 
to have the best impact on performance act sooner rather than later. 

HONEST –  some basic reminders here include: don’t hesitate or exaggerate, and do make eye contact. Be 
sensitive too, honesty is most effective when received in a timely manner - not when it comes across rushed, 
harsh and without feeling. Recognise that different people react to different approaches, this is key as it 
ensures your feedback style is adapted to the individual or circumstance. 

FOCUS –  keep on track with the topic or subject area you’re feeding back on. Move onto the next area once 
each point is made and understood. Keep your session concise, and if possible, refer to objectives, standards, 
expectations, SIP/SDP and/or individual/departmental action plans. Create a feedback meeting pro 
forma that is consistently used throughout the organisation.  This scripted approach has been shown to 
reduce stress as each party knows what to expect.

ACTIONS and FOLLOW UP – more often than not, there will be tasks to do following any effective feedback 
session. If there ARE actions to be taken post feedback, ensure that both staff member and line manager are 
clear about the next steps/expectations.  When giving direction or instruction, it’s important you follow up to 
check feedback has been taken on board - this ensures everyone is clear. Follow up a verbal agreement for 
action with a quick summary email. It’s often useful to be specific here - provide target dates and who is 
responsible for what. That way, people are accountable for their own actions.

IMPACT – monitor progress and review if necessary. How does their performance impact individuals, groups 
and whole school? This is important to establish as no single member of staff acts in a bubble. Look to 
establish how more positive outcomes be achieved.

CONSISTENT / REGULAR – feedback isn’t always about highlighting areas for improvement or development, 
feedback is about the great things too. Praise and ‘thank yous’ are often forgotten, yet they are so simple and 
easy to give. 

EXAMPLES / EVIDENCE –  where possible refer to specific examples and give evidence. This is 
unequivocally needed when discussing areas of improvement. hen giving positive feedback it demonstrates 
authenticity and heightens the value of the feedback. Sometimes, and especially when giving informal 
feedback in passing, it may not be appropriate or needed at all.

TWO WAY – there’s no question, the most effective feedback is a two-way process. Staff must first 
understand the feedback you give. It allows them the opportunity to a) reflect on their performance and b) 
offer solutions or courses of action if such an outcome is required. Again,  agreed action be taken as a point 
of accountability, is key for feedback to be effective.
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Effective feedback:

Be qualitative and quantitative. Use both 
feedback forms and detailed notes, but also note, 
data can really support your feedback.

Help staff identify and recognise areas for 
development and set them the right type of goals 
- either a performance goal or a learning goal 
depending on their existing level of skill.

Help staff to develop or refine skills, reinforce 
good practice and competence through positive 
regular feedback.

Make staff feel valued, recognised and motivated 
- show them that you care about their progress 
towards completing their goals by checking in and 
providing regular feedback.

Help increase staff engagement and retention, and 
therefore create a positive, happy working 
environment and school culture.

The value of feedback remains high if done regularly and is far more likely to have a positive impact on long-
term performance. For maximum effect, this should be done regularly. Without regular feedback, a manager 
could be seen as disconnected and therefore appear to have little knowledge of individual staff performance or 
developmental progress.



To find out more about how Standards Tracker could be the performance management system for your 
school, please email us on info@standardstracker.co.uk. Alternatively, you 
can call us on 020 3422 6500  or request a demonstration at  standardstracker.co.uk/book-a-demo

TO FIND 
OUT MORE

Standards Tracker can be used for all members of 
staff in your organisation, including office and 
facilities staff. We provide full system training, set-up 
and follow-up strategic support, as well as access to 
high-level training on performance management 
processes and rationale.

  “The team leaders are happy. The process is simpler 
and quicker, and teachers are more focussed on 
providing evidence. It has really pointed out the 
amount of time we were spending doing it the old-
fashioned way!”

Elizabeth Drake, Principal - Kingswode Hoe

5 Barriers to giving effective f eedback

Not Choosing An Appropriate Location – formal feedback often requires a little privacy. So find a private 
room where interruptions will be minimal and nothing to distract either of you. 

Commit To A Time – when you schedule in time, you’re more likely to stick to it. There are many situations 
where you cannot completely predict the session. So always allow enough time for feedback, even some 
extra time if you think it might be a difficult conversation. 

TIP: Remember how positive feedback can be informal too – a corridor comment, mention in a staff meeting 
or when waiting in the coffee queue. Oftentimes, you don’t have to wait to give this type of feedback to 
people. But remember to record it - it is so easy to forget verbal feedback and it is useful for third parties to 
know what has been said.
     
Being Under-prepared – this means plan what you’re going to say, have examples and/or evidence ready, 
and understand why you are giving the feedback. It’s important to appreciate what the feedback means to 
the individual and the impact it has on others, especially if it is not overly positive.

Feedback Is Interpreted Differently - staff can be cynical and surprised if you want to give them feedback 
outside of the traditional appraisal they receive mid-year and/or end of cycle formal reviews. In fact, many 
see feedback in the form of appraisal as a “once a year, tick-box exercise.” By changing the culture around 
feedback, performance management and how it helps staff and the school as a whole, staff won’t think it is 
odd or feel apprehensive. They’ll probably enjoy the opportunity for feedback.

Lack of Confidence – if you’re worried, think about how you give feedback to students. Now apply the same 
principles to staff - in fact, giving feedback to staff shouldn’t be any different at all. Think about how you 
“approach” feedback your students will receive, it’ll then become easier to adapt it to your colleagues.
       
Being Disorganised – this is a big sticking point for many schools - too much paperwork, and a lack of 
systems and procedures. When you automate the school’s performance management system, you will have 
immediate access to everything you need in one place. The advantage is you can monitor outcomes and 
progress from one central, shared location. As with pupil performance, you’ll have everything at a click or tap, 
ready for your conversation.




